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finished size
Determined by the T-shirt size.

finished measurments
About 20" (51 cm) long, made to match circumference of T-shirt sleeve.

yarn
Worsted weight (#4 Medium).

We UseD: Caron simply soft (100% acrylic, 165 yd [151 m]/3 oz [85 g])): 1 hank 
each #2680 black (A), #2721 autumn red (B), #2714 copper kettle (discontinued) 
(C), #2722 chocolate (D).

hook
size G/6 (4 mm). Adjust hook size if necessary to obtain correct gauge.

notions
Removable markers; tapestry needle.

gauge
About 16 dc and 6 rows = 4" (10 cm), unstretched.

Have you ever had a shirt that fits you just right? That perfect 
T-shirt that you just love—but let’s face it, is a little plain? Well, we 
have the perfect solution—crocheted sleeves! These sleeves are 
a quick and easy way to let your personal style shine through.
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bookEXCERPT
pattern notes

This sleeve is custom made to fit on any T-shirt, so 
there are no stitch counts in this pattern. 

The sleeve is worked in a continuous spiral. Do not 
join rounds. You may wish to use a marker to indicate 
the beginning of the rnd.



Sleeve 
With a 14" (36 cm) strand of A and tapestry needle, 
weave yarn in and out of T-shirt sleeve edge forming 
½" (1.25 cm) loops evenly spaced around. Fasten 
off. Tie ends tog.

Rnd 1: Join A to lp at underarm, ch 3 (counts as 
dc), 2 dc in same lp, * 3 dc in each lp; rep from * 
around.

Rnd 2: Dc in each dc around. 

Count your stitches. If you don’t have an even num-
ber, work another dc in the same stitch as the prev 
st to increase 1.

Rnd 3: *Ch 1, sk next dc, dc in next dc; rep from * 
around.

Rnd 4: * Ch 1, dc in next ch-1 sp; rep from * 
around.

Continue to work in spiral rounds in patt as est 
changing colors as foll:

With A, work 5 more rnds.

Change to B, work 5 rnds.

Change to C, work 10 rnds.

Change to D, work 4 rnds. To elongate sleeves, 
continue in patt as est to desired length.

Rnd 31: Hdc in each dc and ch-1 sp around; join 
with sl st in first hdc. 

Fasten off. Weave in end.

Rep for second sleeve.  -
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